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supported by:
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Objectives:
BioBorneo 2015 intends to attract bio-based activities and
investments into this region through leveraging on technologies
to achieve its fullest potential. The objectives are:

BioBorneo 2015 in Kota Kinabalu
provides the best avenue to explore
bioeconomy
opportunities
in
Borneo, as well as a platform for
like-minded
individuals
and
organisations to further share related
knowledge,
experience
and
opportunities
in
bio-based
technology industry. BioBorneo
2015 is also a platform for
bio-based
technology
industry
players to network while generally
increasing awareness on the
bioeconomic potential of Borneo
biodiversity resources in driving new
sources of economic growth in
Borneo, and in Malaysia generally.
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To provide a platform for dissemination of current
technologies employed in bioeconomic activities, RDC
and investments;
To increase awareness of the public on the richness of
Borneo’s biodiversity;
To share and benefit the bioeconomy transformation
programme ventures;
Platform for networking and
bioeconomy industry players;

collaboration

among

To entice public participation on the current programmes
and available funds.
Exhibition:
Exhibition booths are available for exhibitors during the period of
this event. As an exhibitor, your company/organisation will be
able to promote your products/services to potential clients in the
Borneo region.
Conference:
Topics for the conferences will be reflective of themes below.
Bio-Based Technology : What's in Store?
Wealth Creation Through Bio-Based Industry
Technology on Site
Richness That is Borneo
Bioethics & Sharing of Benefits
Roads to Commercialisation
Event Highlights:
Biotech@Community
- A satellite program which will be held in
conjunction with BioBorneo 2015, will serve as a
platform for exposure and the sharing of
bio-based technological innovation for the
benefit of the people.
BioShoppe
- A concept store offering high value
bio-based products from BioNexus Status
companies.
BioCareer:
- A platform for the industry and future talent
showcasing varieties of career in biotechnology,
jobs opportunities and bio-based industry
update for the biotechnology and life science
graduates.
Opportunities for sponsorship:
As a sponsor for BioBorneo 2015, your organisation’s brand
image will be highly visible to a targeted audience through our
comprehensive advertisement, promotion and public relation
campaigns that include stage presentations, product launches
and logo placements in all our collaterals.

